"Though it's fashionable to say we know little about the mysteries of the deep, this book shows the vast wealth of understanding that pioneering researchers have already gleaned, with their probing sound waves, persistent robots and courageous submariners. This is the book I wish I’d had on my eight deep ocean expeditions, to better understand the wonders I was gazing upon. A must-own for anyone in the ocean sciences, and for those simply curious about what lies down there in the most remote realm on our planet.'

James Cameron, explorer and film-maker
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Discover the secrets of the real-life abyss

Contains 500 stunning full-colour images

Includes a suite of online resources and exclusive videos

The deep oceans are truly Earth's last frontier. This dark and hidden world remains largely unexplored, yet is critical to our survival. Now, a major new book of photographs by world leading oceanographers and deep-sea explorers, sheds new light on the awe-inspiring life forms that thrive in one of the most extreme environments on Earth.

Drawing from unparalleled imagery and data from the latest technology, which includes human occupied and robotic vehicles, sophisticated sensors and analytical techniques, this magnificent full-colour book takes us deep into the heart of the real-life abyss and illuminates in ways never before possible, the bizarre landscapes and exotic creatures that rival the most imaginative science fiction.

The authors explore the largely inaccessible ocean crust and mid ocean ridge system which offer insights into how life began on our planet and has implications for the search for life elsewhere in the solar system.
and beyond; and they look towards the future and new technologies that will be required to address upcoming opportunities and challenges to understanding the vast oceans that make Earth habitable.

This visually stunning and indispensable volume will enlighten and intrigue experts and enthusiasts alike and a suite of online resources, including exclusive photographs and video clips provides a unique accompaniment
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